Maltadiscovery
Prehistory Research Foundation Malta No. 111

Framework topic: "Lost Atlantis"
In partnership with the University of Quantum Dynamics Foundation,
Department of pre-History & Archeology www.uqd-edu.eu I will continue my
research in Malta in May 2013. In order to be able to seriously undertake my
research I seek a generous Sponsor who has an innate desire to know
something about the Atlantis civilization, his original roots, and those of his
family in that time.
In order to continue my research I urgently need financial assistance to
purchase or alternatively a donation of a 39ft sailing boat. (Bavaria 44)!!

The Maltadiscovery Prehistory Research Foundation Malta No. 111
www.maltadiscovery.org is a Non-Profit Organization and therefore a
donation can be deductible from one’s income revenue declaration! This
provision could now be of interest in Malta as an EU member!!
The use of a sailing yacht of approximately 13 Meter/39ft length would enable
the research expedition team to permanently stay in the waters around the
islands of Gozo, Comino and Malta. This would enable us to carry out
professional selective sea bed examination by means of a sonar echo-sounder
ground radar which would give us 3D animations of ancient underwater
structures. Our discoveries would then be subsequently confirmed by a wellcoordinated diving exploration team.
The aim of my research is not the well-known quest for the legendary
Atlantis. I have already identified this with the whole Mediterranean basin
together with the city foundations at the foot hills of the corresponding 3
Mount pattern within the 10 Mountain ranges that surrounds the Mediterranean
basin.
Instead, the focus of my attention is rather the Cultural Center of this
legendary ice age civilization in the middle of this mysterious basin, which was
known by the Celt as… "the kettles"! In fact I have already discovered that a
certain part of the Maltese archipelago is the smaller mirror image of the entire
Mediterranean basin; consequently, even the 10 settlement sites, namely the
cities of Pa.tha-i-da.na ≈ Poseidon are similarly mirrored on a smaller scale but
as a counterpart! Thus I can claim to have historical unambiguous proof … that
10 city settlements are actually to be found on the sea bed in the waters
around Maltese islands, settlements which altogether had once formed the
center of Atlantis during the ice age. Literary references for this exist since
antiquity! In these writings a certain particular part of the archipelago is called
"Dekapolis" which means "10 Cities". In my opinion these references
correspond directly to the center of Atlantis which is the location we are
looking for!

In the yacht marinas there are many seaworthy sailing yachts berthed
but unused! I forward my appeal to you who are privileged with the
means, to you who wants satisfy your yearning for knowledge about the
history of man's origins, about your own ancestry and whose descendant

The Cornerstone ≈ Matrix of Atlantis
you are... I appeal to you kindly make a generous donation of any kind
to fund my project and become a part of it!
I kindly ask for this letter to be forwarded to friends and contacts who may be
interested in the work that my foundation is doing!
If you are a potential sponsor We assure you of our complete discretion;
please do not hesitate to contact us… mail to:
dhz@maltadiscovery.org or prof.h.zeitlmair@uqd-edu.eu
I thank you for your attention and I would be glad to hear from you!
With kind regards,
Prof. Dr. Hubert Zeitlmair h.c.D.

